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In commercial sales and services, recommender systems have been widely adopted to predict customers’
purchase interests using their prior purchasing behaviors. Cold-start is a known challenge to existing recommendation techniques, e.g., the popular collaborative ﬁltering method is not applicable to predict the
interests of “white-space” customers since they have no prior purchasing history in the targeted product
categories.
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This paper presents SalesExplorer, a new recommendation algorithm to address “white-space” customer
issue in the commercial sales and services segment. To predict the interests of customers who are new to
a product category, we propose a statistical inference method using customers’ existing purchase records
from other product categories, a Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA)-based transfer learning
method using customers’ business proﬁle content, and a kernel logistic regression-based model which
combines these two recommendations to produce the ﬁnal results with higher accuracy. Experimental
study using real-world enterprise sales data demonstrates that, comparing with a baseline and two stateof-the-art methods, the proposed combinatorial algorithm improves recommendation accuracy by 32.14%,
13.13% and 9.85%, respectively.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In the enterprise market, recommender systems have been
widely adopted for sales and services, e.g., cross-selling, upselling,
or diversity [5,12,16,20,24]. Using prior purchase records, recommender systems predict the likelihood of the customers’ interests
in other products in order to optimize customer discovery and conversion. In real-world enterprise market, “white-space” customers,
which have no purchase history in the target product domain, will
appear in a variety of cases, e.g., recommend products to new
customers, recommend products to customers from other product
lines, etc. Supporting “white-space” customers is one of the primary challenges faced by existing recommender systems. Collaborative ﬁltering (CF), one of the most widely-adopted recommendation methods [1,7,21], relies on the fact that customers with simi-
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lar historical purchase records will show similar interests for future
products in the same product category. However, for “white-space”
customers with no purchase record in the target product category,
CF is unable to identify the corresponding customer group with
similar purchase interests, which is also known as the “cold-start”
problem. For instance, considering a customer with only “hardware” purchase history, it is a challenge for existing CF methods
to make an informative decision whether to recommend certain
“software” to the target customer or not.
Recently proposed recommendation algorithms, such as coldstart recommendations, aim to address the “white-space customer”
issue. Several techniques utilize auxiliary information, such as customer proﬁles, when no prior purchase record is available for the
customers [15,18,25,29]. In essence, they are content-based recommendation methods. Existing works [18,33,34] have shown that
content-based recommendation methods are not as accurate as
collaborative ﬁltering methods in many scenarios. Therefore, the
recommender system will suffer from accuracy issue if they only
rely on content-based recommendations for “white-space” customers. Another type of method, namely cross-domain collabo-
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rative ﬁltering (CDCF), adopts customer behaviors from other related product categories to help recommendation in the target category [14,19,23]. However, CDCF typically requires that at least a
few records must be available for the target customers in the target product category. Otherwise, CDCF will suffer from the “blindtransfer” issue, i.e., recommendations rely solely on customer behaviors in other product category and as such lead to low recommendation quality [10]. In real-world commercial companies, it is
often the case that customers have no purchase records in the target product category, e.g., cross-sell. Therefore, CDCF methods cannot provide high-quality recommendations for completely “whitespace” customers. From the above analysis, we can know that collaborative ﬁltering methods that rely on either only content proﬁles or only customers’ purchasing behaviors from other categories
cannot provide accurate recommendations for completely “whitespace” customers.
This paper presents SalesExplorer, a new recommendation algorithm to address both the accuracy issue in content-based recommendations methods and the “blind-transfer” issue in CDCF
methods as described above. It leverages both the customers’
content proﬁles and prior purchase records from other product
categories to generate accurate recommendations for completely
“white-space” customers. Predictions of customers’ behaviors in
the target product category are generated by two integrated methods. The ﬁrst is a statistical inference method, which can address
the “blind transfer” issue by analyzing customers’ behaviors in the
related category and the transitive relationship between the related source category and the target category. Second, predictions
are also generated based on customers’ content proﬁles using a
PLSA-based transfer learning method, which can accurately characterize the relationship between customer purchasing behaviors
and their content proﬁles through the shared latent topics while
alleviating the “noisy” information provided by irrelevant information in the content proﬁles. Finally, the two types of predictions are combined by a kernel logistic regression model, which
further improves the recommendation accuracy. Meanwhile, a suit
of optimization strategies are proposed to make the combination
method be eﬃcient against large-scale training data in online recommendation. Experimental study on real-world enterprise sales
data demonstrates that the proposed method can improve the recommendation accuracy over a baseline method and two state-ofthe-art methods substantially. The key contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows:
• A statistical inference method, which can recommend products
in the target category by analyzing customers’ behaviors in the
related category and the transitive relationship between the
source category and the target category.
• A PLSA-based transfer learning method, which can accurately
ﬁnd shared latent topics between customer purchasing behaviors and their content proﬁles, and meanwhile alleviate the
“noisy” information provided by irrelevant information in customers’ content proﬁles.
• A kernel logistic regression-based combination method as well
as a suit of eﬃciency enhancement strategies, which can combine the recommendation scores from the above two methods
to further improve recommendation accuracy and ensure high
recommendation eﬃciency.
• The proposed method is evaluated using real-world enterprise sales data, and the results demonstrate that the proposed method can improve the recommendation accuracy over
a baseline method and two state-of-the-art methods by 32.14%,
13.13% and 9.85%, respectively, and can largely improve computation eﬃciency with negligible loss in recommendation accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the “white-space” customer recommendation problem.
Section 3 discusses the related work. Section 4 presents the details
of the proposed recommendation algorithm. Section 5 presents experimental results. Finally, we conclude this work and discuss future work in Section 6.
2. Problem formulation
This section formulates the “white-space recommendation”
problem. Let C be a set of customers, and P, Is and It denote the
set of content proﬁles, the set of items in related (source) product
category s and the set of items in the target product category t,
respectively. Then, the proﬁle of each customer c ∈ C is denoted
as a 3-tuple { pc , Ics , Ict }, where pc ∈ P is the content proﬁle of c
and Ics ⊆ Is and Ict ⊆ It are the purchasing histories of c in related
(source) category s and target category t, respectively.
Based on the above notations, the “white-space recommendation” problem is formally deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1.
Deﬁnition 1. Let Ctar ⊂ C be a set of (target) white-space customers. For each customer c ∈ Ctar , c’s purchasing history in the
target product category is completely unknown, i.e., Ict = ∅. The
goal of “white-space recommendation” is to predict the purchasing
behaviors of customers in Ctar based on the proﬁles of customers
in C.
The scenario of “white-space recommendation” can be regarded
as the strict cold-start user scenario in collaborative ﬁltering methods. In this scenario, customer behaviors in the target product category are completely unavailable. Therefore, traditional CF methods, which are based on the idea that customers who have similar interests in the past will have similar interests in the future,
are not applicable, because historical interests of customers in the
target product category are completely unknown. For instance, if
we want to recommend “software” products to customers, but recommendations cannot be generated by CF methods if we have no
ratings of these customers on any “software” product. Although we
may have the target customers’ interests on “hardware” products,
these information cannot be directly applied to CF methods, because customers share similar interests on “hardware” products do
not guarantee that they share the same level of interests on “software” products.
This work aims to address the “white-space recommendation”
problem by combining statistical inference and transfer learning.
By statistical inference, customer behaviors in the target category
can be inferred by their behaviors in the related (source) category.
For instance, if we have customers’ purchasing history on “hardware”, we can infer their interests on “software” based on correlations such as customers who purchased “RAID disks” have a
high probability of purchasing “data backup software”. By transfer
learning, customer behaviors in the target category can be inferred
by their content proﬁles. For instance, we can recommend “product management systems” to retailers, because “retailer” customers
have a high probability of purchasing the “product management
systems”. And ﬁnally, these two methods are combined by a nonlinear model to compute the ﬁnal recommendation scores for the
target customers on target products.
3. Related work
Recommender systems have been widely adopted in commercial sales and services [5,12,16,20,24]. And many solutions
[12,16,35,36] have been proposed to solve the top-N recommendation problem, which is a common problem in commercial sales
and services. However, the above methods only consider the case
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that customers have historical purchase records in the target product domain, and do not support cold-start recommendation, i.e.,
those methods cannot deal with “white space” customer problem
as deﬁned in this paper.
The cold-start issue is one of the main challenges to existing collaborative ﬁltering (CF)-based recommender systems
[1,4,15,18,25,29]. Some recent papers adopt auxiliary information to help improve recommendation accuracy when rating data
for cold-start customers are extremely sparse [15,18,22,25,28,29].
Melville et al. [18] proposed a hybrid framework which combines content-based predictor and CF to address the cold-start issue. Schein et al. [25] proposed a two-way aspect model to combine PLSA-based CF method with a person/actor aspect model to
make recommendations based on these content features of movies.
Zhou et al. [29] developed a decision tree based method to learn
user preferences and proposed a functional matrix factorization
method to extract user proﬁles from the interview process on decision trees. Lin et al. [15] adopted the twitter followers of an app
as the proﬁle of the new app, and applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to generate latent groups and predict user’s interest
on apps based on latent groups. Rong et al. [22] adopted random
walk method on graph of users and items to simulate the preference propagation processes among users, and then a Monte Carlo
algorithm based on random walk was adopted to estimate user
similarities for cold-start users. Zhang et al. [28] proposed an ensemble method, which ﬁrst constructs weak prediction models in
different contexts and then adopts a co-training strategy to allow
weak model to learn from the other models. The above methods
adopt content information to generate recommendations when rating data are not available, in which recommendation accuracies
will suffer due to the limitation of content information [18].
Recent work in cross-domain collaborative ﬁltering (CDCF)
[13] adopts user rating data from related domains to make recommendations when user rating data in the target domain is scarce.
Sahebi et al. [23] empirically studied how cross-domain recommendation performs in different cold-start scenarios. And their results conﬁrmed that cross-domain recommendation can help in
the cold-start problem. Li et al. [14] proposed a rating-matrix generative model for cross-domain collaborative ﬁltering, which can
ﬁll the missing ratings for both existing and new users by combining rating data from multiple domains. Pan et al. [19] proposed a coordinate system transfer method to address the data
sparsity problem in a target domain by transferring knowledge of
both users and items from auxiliary data sources. Berkovsky et al.
[2] proposed several mediation approaches for aggregating user
ratings in different application domains, such that user ratings
from different domains will help address the data sparsity issue
in one domain. However, most of existing CDCF works focused on
improving recommendation quality in the target domain through
more comprehensive user features from other domains or address
the data sparsity issue in the target domain through user ratings
from other domains. Few of them target at the “white-space” recommendation problem. Moreover, as pointed out by Hu et al. [10],
many existing CDCF methods will suffer from the “blind-transfer”
issue when ratings of target users in target domain are unavailable
and recommendations are solely determined by the user data in
other domains.
Recently, the work of Hu et al. [10] was proposed to address
the “blind transfer” issue in CDCF. However, their method was specially designed for rating prediction problem, so that many of their
techniques are not applicable for top-N recommendation (the targeted problem in this work). For instance, conditional probabilities
are adopted to model customer rating distributions, which is not
applicable in binary dataset because there are only positive samples in binary dataset (all other information should be considered
unknown rather than being considered as negative samples). Gant-
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ner et al. [6] adopted user/item attributes information and mapped
these attributes to the latent features in matrix factorization (MF)
model, so that MF models trained on existing users/items can
be applied to the new-user/item recommendation. Similar to our
work, the relationship between user/item proﬁles and user interests are modelled. However, content proﬁles of customers, which
are of key values in the recommendation process, are not considered in their work.
Text analysis technique is another related topic to this work.
Probabilistic latent semantic analysis was ﬁrst proposed for text
analysis [8] and later adopted in collaborative ﬁltering by Hofmann
[9]. Besides PLSA, a variety of other techniques [38–40] have been
proposed for text analysis problems recently. Yu et al. [38] proposed text categorization models using both back-propagation neural network (BPNN) and modiﬁed back-propagation neural network (MBPNN). And their experiments showed that models using
MBPNN can outperform BPNN in news classiﬁcation. Zhang et al.
[39] proposed a hybrid relations analysis approach, which can integrate both semantic relations and co-occurrence relations for topic
detection. And their experiments showed that such combination
can improve the quality of topic detection. Daud et al. [40] proposed time topic modeling approach, which can exploit semantic structure of words among the authors of research papers and
meanwhile utilize time factor to ﬁnd out dynamic interests of researchers. Different from the above work that targeted on only text
analysis, the proposed PLSA-based transfer learning method can
discover latent topics shared between customer purchase behaviors
and customer content proﬁles, i.e., the proposed method can transfer knowledge from customer content proﬁles to their purchase
interests. This transfer learning feature makes it possible to recommend products to “white space” customers by knowledge from
both their content proﬁles.
In summary, the proposed method differs from the existing
work in the following aspects. (1) The proposed method does not
require any rating data for the target customers on target items,
an essential property to support “white-space” customers. (2) The
proposed method leverages both auxiliary information and user
rating data from other related product categories, and effectively
improves the recommendation accuracy. (3) Different from existing
CDCF methods, which suffer from the “blind-transfer” problem, the
proposed method models the relationship between the target category and related category in both statistical inference and PLSAbased transfer learning, so that recommendations will not solely
rely on customer behaviors in the related category. (4) The proposed PLSA-based transfer learning method can detect both shared
and non-shared latent topics, and recommendations are only generated by shared latent topics, so that “noisy” information provided
by irrelevant part of content proﬁles will not affect the recommendation accuracy.

4. Algorithm design
This section describes the proposed SalesExplorer’s recommendation algorithm. As illustrated in Fig. 1, there are three key
components in the proposed method: (1) a statistical inference
method, which infers customer behaviors in the target category
based on their behaviors in the related source category; (2) a
transfer learning method based on probabilistic latent semantic
analysis, which analyzes the co-occurrence of “words” and “purchase of products” in the target category through shared latent
topics between customer purchasing behaviors and their content
proﬁles; and (3) a non-linear combination model based on kernel
logistic regression, which eﬃciently combines the recommendation
scores from the above two methods to achieve better recommendation accuracy.
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category but also depend on the relationship between source category and target category. Therefore, the method will not suffer
from the “blind transfer” issue. Moreover, since the recommendation process utilizes all customer data rather than a ﬁxed number
of neighbors, the overﬁtting problem can also be addressed.
In the computation of r(1) , the Pr( j|c ) and Pr(i| j ) should be
computed in advance, and the computation complexities of which
are O(nms ) and O(ms mt ), respectively (n is the number of customers in C − Ctar , ms (mt ) is the number of products in the source
(target) category). Then, the complexity of computing r(1) for all
target customers in the target category is O(n ms mt ), where n is
the number of target customers.

Fig. 1. SalesExplorer: algorithm overview.

4.1. Statistical inference

4.2. PLSA-based transfer learning

A common approach to infer customers’ interests in the target
category is based on their purchasing history in the source category. Methods like cross-domain collaborative ﬁltering (CDCF) have
been proposed to achieve this goal. However, two main limitations
exist in CDCF methods: (1) CDCF methods will generate recommendations only based on information from the source category,
i.e., “blind transfer” [10]; and (2) customers usually have few ratings in many commercial scenarios, and as a result, CDCF models
may overﬁt when only considering similar neighbors in the source
category.
To overcome the above limitations, we propose a statistical inference method by adopting customers’ behavior in the source
category and the statistical relationship between products in the
source category and those in the target category. Speciﬁcally, we
compute two pieces of statistical information: (1) customers’ probabilities of purchasing products in Is (Pr(is |c )), i.e., customer behaviors in the source category; and (2) the probability of each product in It is purchased given that each product in Is is purchased
(Pr(it |is )) based on all customer data, i.e., transitive relationship
between the source category and the target category. Then, the
recommendation score can be jointedly computed by combining
the above two pieces of statistical information.
Let c ∈ Ct be a target customer and i ∈ It be a product in the
target category. Then, by assuming that customer purchasing behaviors are independent, the recommendation score based on statistical inference can be jointly computed as follows:

Content proﬁles of customers can also be adopted to determine
the latent characteristics of customers, which can further be utilized to generate recommendations for customers by transferring
knowledge learned in the content domain to product purchasing
behavior. This is especially reliable for enterprise customers, since
their content proﬁles are usually accurate and informative.

r (1) = Pr(i|c ) =



Pr(i| j ) Pr( j|c )

(1)

j∈Ics

where Ics is the set of products purchased by c in source category
s. Pr( j|c ) is the probability of c purchasing product j in the source
category. Pr(i| j ) is the probability of customers purchasing product
i in the target category given that they have already purchased j in
the source category. Therefore, Pr( j|c ) and Pr(i| j ) can be computed
as follows:

Pr( j|c ) = 
Pr(i| j ) = 

n( j, c ) + δ
(n ( j  , c ) + δ )

(2)

n(i, j ) + δ
(n(i, j ) + δ )

(3)

Example 1 (Content proﬁle of IBM). “International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) provides information technology (IT)
products and services worldwide. The company’s Global Technology Services segment provides IT infrastructure and business process services, including ... Its Software segment offers middleware
and operating systems software, such as ... The company’s Systems
and Technology segment provides computing power and storage
solutions...”
As presented in Example 1, customer proﬁles are textual information that describe the characteristics of the customers. For instance, given the content proﬁle of “IBM”, we can know that IBM
will belong to the latent topic “IT” because the words “infrastructure”, “software”, “systems”, “storage”, etc., frequently appear in
the description of IBM. Then, by analyzing how other customers
that belong to the latent topic “IT” will like products in the target
category, we can infer IBM’s interest on products in the target category. In the above analysis, the main challenge is how to model
the relationship between content proﬁles and products in the target category. We achieve this by a probabilistic latent semantic
analysis-based transfer learning method to transfer the knowledge
learned from customers’ content proﬁles to customers’ purchasing
behaviors in the target product category.
Probabilistic latent semantic analysis [8] is one of the most
popular models for analyzing latent topics in the text domain. In
the classic PLSA method, the relationship between documents and
words can be modeled as follows:

Pr(w|d ) =



Pr(w|z ) Pr(z|d )

(4)

z

j  ∈I s

j  ∈I s

where n(i, j) is the number of times that product i ∈ It and product j ∈ Is have been purchased together by customers in C − Ctar ,
and n(j, c) is the number of times that customer c has purchased
product j. δ is the Laplacian smoothing parameter to address the
“zero-probability” issue in the statistical inference, which is set to
1 in this paper.
Since each Pr(i| j ) can be obtained from all the customer data,
recommendations to the target customers are based on the decisions of all other customers. Therefore, the recommendation results will not only depend on customer behaviors in the source

where d, w and z stand for documents, words and latent topics,
respectively. If we view the content proﬁles of customers as “documents” and products in the target category as “words”, then the
relationship between customers and products in the target category can be computed as follows:

r (2) = Pr(i|c ) =



Pr(i|z ) Pr(z|c )

(5)

z

However, since target customers have no rating data for these
target products, Pr(i|z ) and Pr(z|c ) will all be zero if we train the
above model as in the classic PLSA model. To address this issue,
we adopt a transfer learning method to transfer the knowledge obtained from customers’ content proﬁles to the purchasing interests
in the target category, in which a set of shared latent topics are
regarded as the “media” of the knowledge transfer.
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As illustrated in component (2) of Fig. 1, there are two sets
of latent topics. Z1 = {z1 , . . . , zk1 } is the set of shared latent topics which can transfer knowledge from the content domain to the
target product category. Z2 = {z1 , . . . , zk } is the set of latent topics


∂H
Pr(z|i, c )
=
n(c, i )
∂ Pr(z|c )
Pr(z|c )
i
+

2

which are only related to the content domain. The reason why we
adopt Z2 here is because not all topics from the content domain
are related to the target product category. Therefore, the adoption
of Z2 can remove “noisy” topics, which can improve the accuracy
of the transfer learning. Based on the above latent topics, the joint
likelihood of the whole dataset is:

Pr(C ) =


c∈C








w∈V



n(c,w)
Pr(w|z ) Pr(z|c )

n(c,i) 
 
Pr(i|z ) Pr(z|c )
i∈I t

(6)

z∈Z1

where Z = Z1 ∪ Z2 is the set of all latent topics and V is the vocabulary. In the above Eq. (6), the likelihood depends on Pr(i|z ), Pr(w|z )
and Pr(z|c ), which are parameters that need to be estimated. Since
it is diﬃcult to directly estimate the parameters from Eq. (6), we
optimize the lower bound of its log-likelihood as follows:

Lc =



n(c, w )

c∈C w∈V

+





log (Pr(c ) Pr(w|z ) Pr(z|c ))

z∈Z

n(c, i )

c∈C i∈It



log (Pr(c ) Pr(i|z ) Pr(z|c ))

(7)

z∈Z1

By introducing the Lagrange Multipliers, the optimization of Lc can
be expressed as follows:

H = Lc + α





1−

β





Pr(i|z )


1−








(Pr(w|z )) + γ
1−
Pr(z|c )

w∈V

z∈Z

Pr(z|c, w ) = 

c∈C

(8)

z∈Z

Pr(w|z ) Pr(z|c )
(z ∈ Z )
Pr(w|z ) Pr(z |c )

(9)

Pr(i|z ) Pr(z|c )
( z ∈ Z1 )
Pr(i|z ) Pr(z |c )
1

(10)

z  ∈Z

z  ∈Z

And in the M-step, we obtain the new optimal parameters based
on the current estimation of the hidden variables. For Pr(i|z ) (z ∈
Z1 ), the new optimal value should satisfy


∂H
Pr(z|i, c )
=
n(c, i )
−α =0
∂ Pr(i|z )
Pr(i|z )
c

(11)


∂H
= 1−
Pr(i|z ) = 0
∂α
z

(12)

By solving the above two equations, we have

Pr(i|z ) = 

Pr(z|w, c )
−γ =0
Pr(z|c )

(15)

For z ∈ Z2 , we have


∂H
Pr(z|w, c )
=
n(c, w )
−γ =0
∂ Pr(z|c )
Pr(z|c )
w

(16)

Again, by integrating ∂ H /∂γ = 0 and solving Eq. (15) and Eq. (16),
we have

Pr(z2 |c ) =



i


n(c, i ) Pr(z1 |c, i ) + w n(c, w ) Pr(z1 |c, w )
Nr


w

n(c, w ) Pr(z2 |c, w )
Nr

(17)

(18)

where z1 ∈ Z1 , z2 ∈ Z2 , and Nr can be computed as follows:


z  ∈Z w

n(c, w ) Pr(z |c, w ) +



z  ∈Z1

n(c, i ) Pr(z |c, i ).

(19)

i

In the computation of r(2) , the PLSA-based transfer learning
model should be trained in advance, and the computation complexity of which is O(l ((k1 + k2 )nν + k2 nmt )) (l is the number of
iterations in EM and ν is the number of words in the vocabulary).
The training for the PLSA-based model can be performed oﬄine, so
that the high computation complexity will not be an issue. Then,
after training the PLSA model, the r(2) score can be computed with
the complexity of O(k1 nmt ), which is similar to r(1) .
4.3. Kernel logistic regression-based combination method

where the last three parts are Lagrange Multipliers to guarantee
parameters ranging in [0, 1]. H can be optimized using the standard EM method. In the E-step, we compute the posterior distribution of the hidden variables as follows:

Pr(z|c, i ) = 

n(c, w )

i∈I t

z∈Z1

+




w

Pr(z1 |c ) =

z∈Z
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c n (c, i ) Pr (z|i, c )

( z ∈ Z1 )


i (
c n (c, i ) Pr (z|i , c ))

(13)

Similarly, for Pr(w|z ) (z ∈ Z), we have


c n (c, w ) Pr (z|w, c )
Pr(w|z ) =  
(z ∈ Z )


(

w
c n (c, w ) Pr (z|w , c ))

In order to achieve higher accuracy, we propose a kernel logistic regression-based model to combine the two recommendation
scores — r(1) (Eq. (1)) is based on target customers’ behavior in the
source product category, and r(2) (Eq. (5)) is based on the content
proﬁles of the target customers.
4.3.1. Combination model
The goal of the proposed method is to support enterprise sales,
for which it is critical to identify the most relevant products from
the target category to enterprise customers, in other words, a topN recommendation scenario. It is then important to determine
the prioritized order of the relevant products tailored to each target customer, instead of providing absolute scores to every single
product from the target product category. Therefore, kernel logistic
regression (KLR) model is adopted to predict the combined score
for a given customer on a given product, because 1) logistic regression is an effective model for binary classiﬁcation, i.e., predicting whether a customer will be interested in a product or not; 2)
predictions with higher scores are more likely to happen in logistic
regression, so that we can rank different products to each customer
based on the combination scores; and 3) the decision boundary in
kernel logistic regression can ﬁnd non-linear relationships between
random variables, so that the non-linear relationship between r(1) ,
r(2) and the ﬁnal recommendation score can be effectively modeled.
Let f be a function for combining r(1) and r(2) , then given a kernel function K(ri , rj ), f can be computed as follows:

ri,c = f (r ) = f ( r (1) , r (2) ) =
(14)

However, for Pr(z|c ), we should separate Z1 and Z2 during the optimization. For z ∈ Z1 , we have

m


θi K (ri , r )

(20)

i=1

where m is the number of training samples in the dataset and θ i s
are the parameters to estimate. In this paper, we choose the polynomial kernel, in which K (X, Y ) = (aX T Y + b)d (a is the slope, b is
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the constant term, and d is the polynomial degree). Note that, values of a, b and d may vary in different datasets, and the optimal
values are chosen by cross validation in this paper.
In the above model, the parameters that need to be trained are
θ i s. After obtaining θ i s, the recommender systems can integrate
r(1) and r(2) scores for target product by computing the kernel values with all training samples.
4.3.2. KLR training
In kernel logistic regression, we need to minimize the following
equation [27,30]:

H=−

m
1
λ
log s(yi f (xi )) + || f ||2Hk
N
2

(21)

i=1

where yi ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether a customer in C − Ctar purchased a speciﬁc product or not, s(x ) = 1/(1 + exp{−x} ) and λ is
the coeﬃcient for the L2-regularization term.
The gradient descent method can be adopted to minimize the
above Eq. (21). However, there may be large and ever-growing size
of training examples in enterprise sales segments, so that standard
gradient descent method will scale and adapt poorly in such case.
Therefore, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method [3], which can
optimize toward gradients using subsets of the training data, is
adopted in this paper. Moreover, SGD can update the model parameters in an online fashion, so that the combination model can
be updated incrementally when new purchases are made by the
customers.
The following Algorithm 1 describes how to obtain
=
{θ1 , . . . , θm } using SGD.
Algorithm 1 SGD( , R, H).
Require: R = {r1 , . . ., rm } is the set of recommendation scoresin the
training data, H is the optimization goal.
;
1: Randomly choose values in
has not converged do
2: while
for each ri = ri(1 ) , ri(2 ) ∈ R do
3:
for each j = 1 to m do
4:
5:
θ j ← θ j − α ∂∂θH ;
j

end for
end for
8: end while

6:

7:

In Algorithm 1, α is the learning rate for the SGD procedure.
And the partial derivative — ∂ H/∂ θ j for each training sample ri can
be computed as follows:

∂H
= (1 − s(−yi f (ri )))yi K (ri , r j ) + λθ j K (r j , r j )
∂θj

(22)

Note that, the learning parameters — α and λ can be obtained by
cross validation.
4.3.3. Eﬃciency enhancement
After obtaining , the recommender system can compute the
ﬁnal recommendation scores for all target customers based on
Eq. (20). However, it should be noted that
will be trained across
all training samples and the computation complexity for training
is O(m3 ), so that eﬃciency issue will arise when m is large. To
address this issue, we adopt the feature of SGD that model parameters can be trained from subsets of training samples. Note that, a
method named IMV [30] has been proposed to address the similar issue by selecting a subset of training samples to obtain suboptimal model, in which data samples are iteratively selected as
the ones that can minimize the optimization function. But during
the selection procedure in their method, gradient descent is performed for each data sample, which is computationally expensive.

In this work, a random selection method is proposed to address
the eﬃciency issue. To select a subset of training samples from the
historical data, the proposed random selection method works as
described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 RandomSelection(M, I, a).
Require: M is the set training data (|M| = m), I is the set of all
products, and a is the predeﬁned percentage of training samples for selection.
1: M∗ = ∅;
2: for each i ∈ I do
Let Mi be the purchase records for product i in M;
3:
Randomly select a records from Mi as Mi∗ ;
4:
M = M ∪ Mi∗ ;
5:
6: end for
7: return M;
In Algorithm 2, we randomly select purchase records for each
product individually, so that training samples will not be biased
for each individual product during the random selection process.
Note that, after adopting the proposed random selection method,
the computation complexity for training
is reduced to O(a3 m3 ).
Since a can be chosen as a small percentage of training samples,
e.g., 20% or 30%, so that the overall computation overhead will
largely reduced. Moreover, the proposed random selection method
can also beneﬁt the prediction step, because less training samples
are considered for prediction.
In the above KLR-based combination method, the computation
complexity of training is O(a3 m3 ) as analyzed above. And the computation complexity of model prediction is O(amn mt ). Since a∗m
is a constant, so that the overall computation complexity is linear
to n mt (the product of the number of targeted customers and the
number of items in the target domain). Therefore, it is applicable
even in online cases.
4.4. SalesExplorer: the overall ﬂow
After obtaining r(1) and r(2) for each customer given each product, we can train the kernel logistic regression-based combination
model as described previously. Then, the recommender system can
compute the ﬁnal recommendation scores for all target customers,
and recommend top N products with highest scores to each customer. The overall ﬂow of the proposed SalesExplorer algorithm is
described in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Top_N_Recommendation(C, P, Is , It ).
Require: Ctar ⊂ C is the set of target customers.
1: for each c ∈ Ctar do
Generate c’s proﬁle { pc , Ics , Ict };
2:
3: end for
4: for each i ∈ It and c ∈ C do

(1 )
ri,c
= j∈Is Pr(i| j ) Pr( j|c ) Eq. (1);
5:
 c
(2 )
6:
ri,c
= z∈Z1 Pr(i|z ) Pr(z|c ) Eq. (5);
7: end for
8: Run Algorithm 2 to select a subset of training samples;
9: Run Algorithm 1 to train
using selected customer data in
C − Ctar ;
10: for each i ∈ It and c ∈ Ctar do
(1 ) (2 )
xi,c = ri,c
, ri,c ;
11:

ri,c = f (xi,c ) = am
r j , xi,c );
12:
j=1 θ j K (
13: end for
14: Recommend the top N products in It with highest ri,c to each
customer in Ctar ;
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• Precision: is the fraction of recommended products that are
purchased by the customers, which is deﬁned as follows:

Table 1
Dataset description.
#records

#customers

#devices

#services

∼ 4 million

9524

2906

3733

5. Experiments
This section evaluates the proposed algorithm using a realworld enterprise sales dataset. We ﬁrst assess the recommendation accuracy of the proposed algorithm as a function of the sizes
of the shared/non-shared latent topics. Next, we compare the recommendation accuracy of the proposed methods with three other
ones: (1) popularity-based method (Popularity); (2) aspect model
based method (Aspect), which addresses the cold-start user problem by a two-way aspect model [25]; and (3) topic-bridged PLSA
method (TPLSA), which can transfer knowledge from other domains when rating data are unavailable for the target domain [26].
The TPLSA method was proposed for cross-domain classiﬁcation,
but the model can also be applied in the “white-space” recommendation scenario as PLSA is one of the popular techniques in collaborative ﬁltering [9]. It should be noted that the compared methods
are chosen because they can be applied to the “white-space” recommendation problem discussed in this work. A variety of other
cold-start recommendation methods or CDCF methods, which cannot be applied in the same scenario, are compared and discussed
in the related section. At last, we analyze the performance of eﬃciency enhancement in the proposed method.

5.1. Experiment setup
5.1.1. Dataset description
The following experiments adopt a real-world enterprise sales
dataset, which contains approximately 4 million multi-year worldwide contract records. In the dataset, customers are enterprise
companies or organizations, each of which has a content proﬁle indicating its primary business. For the “white-space” customer setting, we aim to recommend “maintenance services” to customers
who have no purchase history of any maintenance services before. A related category, device purchase histories of customers, is
adopted to help recommendation in the target category (maintenance service) (Table 1).
There are totally 9524 customers in the dataset, and we randomly select 80% of customers as the training set and keep the remaining 20% of customers as the test set. In the target product category, there are totally 3733 different maintenance services. In the
related (source) category, there are totally 2906 different hardware
devices. We assume that the purchase histories of test customers
in the target category are completely unknown. Therefore, recommendations to test customers are generated based on their content
proﬁles and purchase histories in the related (source) category.

5.1.2. Implementation and evaluation metrics
The proposed method is implemented using Java on a workstation equipped with an eight-core CPU (3.4 GHz) and 16GB memory. All the model parameters in our methods as well as in the
compared methods are obtained via 10-fold cross validation. For all
the experiments, we run them for 5 times and present the average
results.
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy and eﬃciency of
the proposed SalesExplorer recommendation algorithm. For recommendation accuracy, the following evaluation metrics are adopted
in the experiments:

P recision =

|Ir ∩ Ic |
|Ir |

where Ir and Ic are the set of recommended products and the
set of products purchased by customer c, respectively.
• Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve: illustrates the
performance of binary recommender systems when the number
of recommendations to each customer varies. The x-axis is the
false positive rate (FPR) and the y-axis is the true positive rate
(TPR), which are deﬁned as follows [17]:

F PR =

#F P
,
#F P + #T N

T PR =

#T P
#T P + #F N

where FP, TN, TP, FN, are “false positive”, “true negative”, “true
positive” and “false negative” recommendations, respectively.
• Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG): can measure ranking quality, in which the DCG value will be higher if relevant products
are ranked higher in the recommendation lists. The DCG values
can be computed as follows [11,17]:

DCG = rel 1 +

|Ir |

rel i
log(i )
i=2

where i is the position of each recommended product in the
recommendation list. reli indicates whether product recommended at position i is relevant or not, i.e., rel i = 1 if the customer purchased the i-th product in the recommendation list
and rel i = 0 otherwise.
For Precision and DCG, higher values indicate better recommendation accuracy. And for ROC curve, curves on the left top indicate
better recommendation accuracy.
5.2. Sensitivity of model parameters
As shown in Section 4, the number of latent topics in the proposed PLSA-based transfer learning method is a key factor for determining the recommendation accuracy of the proposed method.
In this experiment, we evaluate how recommendation accuracy
changes with the sizes of shared latent topics (|Z1 | = k1 ) and nonshared latent topics (|Z2 | = k2 ).
In the proposed method, if k1 is chosen too small, the transfer learning process will underﬁt due to insuﬃcient latent topics.
On the other hand, if k1 is chosen too large, the transfer learning process will overﬁt because customer data are sparse so that
the PLSA model will overﬁt by the few purchasing records. Fig. 2
shows the recommendation accuracy when k1 changes from 2 to
20 (k2 and N are ﬁxed to 3 and 10, respectively). We can see from
the results that the recommendation accuracy increases when k1
increase from 2 to 10 and decreases afterwards. Therefore, the optimal k1 should be around 10 for this dataset. Note that the best
k1 value will differ for different datasets, so k1 should be carefully chosen through cross validation before applying the proposed
method.
Fig. 3 shows the recommendation accuracy when k2 changes
from 1 to 10 (k1 and N are ﬁxed to 10 and 10, respectively). We can
see from the results that the recommendation accuracy increases
when k2 increases from 1 to 3. But when k2 > 3, the recommendation accuracy only slightly changes. This is because more nonshared latent topics will only inﬂuence the accuracy of Pr(w|z2 ),
not Pr(i|z1 ). But when k2 is too small, i.e., 1 or 2, model underﬁtting will occur, which will cause Pr(z|c ) to be inaccurate. Thus, the
recommendation accuracy will be affected. Therefore, the optimal
k2 should be around 3 for this dataset.
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Fig. 2. Recommendation precision variations when k1 changes from 2 to 20 (N =
10, k2 = 3).

Fig. 3. Recommendation precision variations when k2 changes from 1 to 10 (N =
10, k1 = 10).

Fig. 4. Precision comparison between the proposed method and three other methods.

Fig. 5. ROC curve comparison between the proposed method and three other methods.

5.3. Accuracy comparison
Fig. 4 shows the precision comparison between the proposed
method and the other three methods. In this comparison, we set
k1 = 10 and k2 = 3. For the Aspect method and the TPLSA method,
the number of latent topics is set to 10 and both methods achieve
near optimal results. As shown in Fig. 4, the Aspect method yields
lower recommendation accuracy compared with the TPLSA method
and the proposed method. This further conﬁrms that pure contentbased recommendation methods are not as accurate as CDCF methods. Between the algorithms which only adopt customer purchasing behavior from the other related category, our statistical inference (SI) method can consistently outperform the TPLSA method,
by 5.38% on average. And between algorithms which only adopt
content proﬁles of customers, our PLSA-based Transfer Learning
(PLSA-TL) method consistently outperforms the Aspect method, by
9.64% on average. These results indicate that both our statistical
and content-based methods outperform the state-of-the-art ones.
In addition, when N (the number of recommended products) varies
from 1 to 20, our proposed method outperforms the Popularity
method, Aspect method and TPLSA method by 32.14%, 13.13% and
9.85%, respectively, on average. These results demonstrate that the
SaleExplorer method, which combines the SI method and PLSA-TL
method with a kernel logistic regression-based model, can further
improve recommendation accuracy.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the ROC and DCG comparisons of the proposed method and other three methods. The proposed method locates at the left top of the ROC curve in Fig. 5, which conﬁrms
that the proposed method outperforms the other three methods.
Similar phenomenon can be observed from the DCG curves in
Fig. 6. The reasons why the proposed method can achieve more
accurate recommendations are: (1) the proposed statistical inference method can alleviate the aforementioned overﬁtting problem
even when target customer ratings are few in the source category, because the method adopt the statistical information of all
customers; (2) the proposed PLSA-based transfer learning method
can ﬁnd accurate shared latent topics between content domain
and product purchasing behavior, which can improve the accuracy
compared with other methods that treat all topics as shared topics;
and (3) the proposed kernel logistic regression-based combination
method can further increase the recommendation accuracy by utilizing both the customers’ purchasing behaviors in other category
and their content proﬁles.
5.4. Eﬃciency analysis
As discussed in Section 4.3.3, the computation complexity of
the proposed kernel logistic regression-based combination method
is O(m3 ), where m is the number of training samples. And the pro-
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Fig. 6. DCG comparison between the proposed method and three other methods.
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Fig. 8. Model training and predication eﬃciency vs. fraction of training samples.

6. Conclusion and future work

Fig. 7. Tradeoff between accuracy and eﬃciency.

posed RandomSelection method (Algorithm 2) can largely reduce
the computation overhead by selecting subset of training samples for modeling training and prediction. In the following experiments, we ﬁrst analyze the accuracy/eﬃciency tradeoff with different sizes of training samples.
Fig. 7 shows how the recommendation precision varies when
the fraction of training samples — a changes from 20% to 100%.
We can see from the results that the precision variations are negligible. Compared with 100% of training samples (optimal case), the
recommendation precision only degrades by 1.06% on average even
when we only select 20% of training samples. This reﬂects that the
combination model is robust when the number of training samples
are suﬃcient, which is no more than 20% in our dataset. Moreover,
the results also indicate that the proposed RandomSelection method
is effective.
Besides accuracy analysis, we also analyze how the computation eﬃciency is enhanced when the fraction of training samples
— a changes from 20% to 100% in Fig. 8. As shown in the results,
the computation time for both model training and prediction increase super-linearly when a increases from 20% to 100%, i.e., computation eﬃciencies increase super-linearly when a decreases. The
above results indicate that the proposed RandomSelection method
can enhance both model training and prediction eﬃciencies effectively.

Recommender systems have been widely adopted to assist sales
and services in the enterprise market. Existing CF-based methods
suffer from the “white-space” customer problem, a key limitation
to effectively support customer discovery and conversion. This paper presents SalesExplorer, a new recommendation algorithm that
employs the knowledge from the customers’ content proﬁles as
well as their prior purchase records from other product categories.
Then, the two kinds of knowledge are integrated via an eﬃcient
kernel logistic regression-based combination model, which is applicable in large-scale dataset and online cases through a suit of
eﬃciency enhancement strategies. Experimental study using realworld enterprise sales data demonstrates that the proposed recommendation algorithm outperforms a baseline method and two
state-of-the-art methods in recommendation accuracy.
One of the possible extensions to this work is to introduce
privacy-preserving mechanism to SalesExplorer, because privacy issue is one of the key challenges in many recommender systems,
especially in commercial recommender systems [31,37,41–43]. Existing privacy-preserving techniques, e.g., Homomorphic Encryption [32], can be potentially adopted to protect customer privacy
without changing the algorithms in SalesExplorer.
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